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Quality Tracking #: 2017-075 Date Quality Division Notified: 9/27/2017  
     

Non-Conformance Level: Class I Date Submitted to Management for Review: 1/29/2018  
     

Date Submitted to Quality 
for Review: 

1/29/2018 Date Closed: 1/29/2018  

  
 

     
Date of Discovery: 7/1/2017 Division: Biology/DNA Division  
     
Date of Incident:   7/1/2017 Section: Biology/DNA  
     

 

Forensic Case Number(s), if applicable: Agency Case Number(s), if applicable: 
A. 2017-066: 2017-14042, 2017-11029 
A. 2017-079:    2017-14996, 2017-14994 
A. 2017-081: 2017-15186, 2017-15129, 2017-15141  
 
B. 2017-063: 2017-12708, 2017-12590  
B. 2017-082: 2017-15188, 2017-14998, 2017-15145, 
2017-15022  
 
C. 2017-056: 2017-11708, 2017-09791, 2017-12202, 
2017-10259, 2017-10495  
C. 2017-067: 2017-13146, 2017-12577, 2017-12999  
C. 2017-073: 2017-10200, 2017-10893, 2016-24547  
 
D. 2017-071: 2017-13512, 2017-14768  
E. 2017-062: 2017-13035, 2017-13340   
 
The first column indicates the assigned Quality Division 
incident number. 

A. 2017-066: 091007517, 071212917  
A. 2017-079: 097525717, 097528717  
A. 2017-081: 098112917, 099946217, 097738817  
 
B. 2017-063: 079049317, 081430717  
B. 2017-082: 090406017, 096686517, 099700717, 
099388117  
 
C. 2017-056: 075066217, 063002017, 076796717, 
066645717, 068070317  
C. 2017-067: 085132817, 080809517, 083380517  
C. 2017-073: 063767017, 069848317, 162829816  
 
D. 2017-071: 082865217, 096766317  
E. 2017-062: 083798517, 084925717   
 
The first column indicates the assigned Quality Division 
incident number. 
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Description of Discrepancy/Non-conformance. Do not include analysts’ names unless otherwise instructed by the 
Section Manager or Division Director(s): 
There were twenty-two possible contamination events reported within the months of July, August and September, 
2017. Of the twenty-two reported events, twelve had DNA activity which was resolved upon re-amplification and the 
other ten require re-extraction.  As is required by the DNA SOP, all twenty-two events were reported to the DNA 
Technical Leader and/or the Quality Division and subsequently the ten events which require re-extraction were 
assigned the following incident numbers: 2017-056 (type C), 2017-062 (type E), 2017-063 (type B), 2017-066 (type A), 
2017-067 (type C), 2017-071 (type D), 2017-073 (type C), 2017-079 (type A), 2017-081 (type A) and 2017-082 (type B). 
The other twelve events that were resolved upon re-amplification were not assigned incident numbers but are 
tracked in Qualtrax for tracking and trending purposes. Results were not reported in any of the affected cases until 
each contamination event was resolved. If resolution was not possible, the results were not reported.   
 
During this time, the contamination rate was calculated and the observed rate of contamination was above the 
historical threshold.  The rate of contamination is calculated by dividing the number of contamination events in a 
given month by the number of samples processed (per extraction or amplification process).  This rise in the 
contamination rate triggered the Quality Division to initiate this corrective action and the contamination events were 
analyzed in an attempt to determine the root cause(s) of this spike.   
 
When analyzed, the contamination events were categorized in six ways:   
 
A.  sourced to Client Services/Case Management (CS/CM) Specialist  
B.  sourced to Forensic Biology staff who did not perform work in the case  
C.  sourced to another sample in the same batch  
D.  sourced to Forensic Biology staff member who performed work in the case  
E.  interpretable but not sourced  
F.  inconclusive       
 

 

Actions Taken: 
Several actions were taken to educate staff on the importance of preventing contamination, proper use of personal 
protective equipment (PPE) and good laboratory practices. Contamination prevention was discussed with the entire 
Forensic Biology staff at the August 23, 2017, technical meeting. At the September 13 section-wide production 
meeting, management discussed the use of PPE at all times when handling evidence, reagents, and equipment in the 
laboratory, including computer keyboards.  A meeting with the DNA Technical Leader, laboratory staff who perform 
extraction, quantification, amplification and/or capillary electrophoresis preparation, and a Quality Division Specialist 
was held on September 19 to solicit and discuss best practices while performing bench-work analysis.    
 
The laboratory implemented several global measures to help prevent contamination.  These measures included: 
regularly scheduled deep cleaning followed by swipe tests to measure effectiveness; revising the monthly clean-up 
checklist to more clearly define the expectations of a “deep clean”; and reformatting the checklist to effectively 
convey analyst accountability.  Automation instrumentation is now decontaminated prior to and after each use, 
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rather than only before use.  Several physical changes were made inside the Forensic Biology laboratory space to 
further prevent contamination. PPE gowning stations were created outside of laboratory spaces so that gowning 
takes place prior to entering extraction rooms or the screening bench area. The laboratory entrance door adjacent to 
an extraction room was transitioned to an emergency exit-only door to further minimize traffic in the extraction area. 
Badge access was terminated at that portal. All staff must now enter the laboratory using the main laboratory 
entrance. The reagent preparation balance was moved out of the area where cleaning/drying racks and autoclaving 
occurs in order to minimize traffic in that area. Keyboard covers were purchased to ease the decontamination of 
computer keyboards.    
 
The DNA SOP was enhanced to include more language and discussion surrounding the unintentional introduction of 
DNA to samples and controls.   
 
Actions taken for each of the six categories of contamination are as follows:   
 
A.  As a direct result of the contamination events, the CS/CM Specialist was provided supplemental instruction on 
proper PPE donning and tube/supply handling. As a result of this instruction, the Specialist continues to don proper 
PPE while performing all laboratory functions but now has a greater understanding of the potential for unintentional 
DNA transfer.  Specific laboratory space has been designated for the Specialist to perform her job duties (such as 
autoclaving tubes and cleaning tube racks).  Staff were told to not enter this area unless necessary.  If staff must enter 
this area, proper PPE is required. The Specialist continues to minimize her time in any laboratory areas that are 
undergoing active bench-work which in turn limits her direct contact with casework samples. In addition, because her 
DNA was detected in reagent blank controls, she is exercising more precaution when stocking consumables and 
handling tubes for the autoclave process.  This greater awareness of the possibility of unintentional DNA transfer is 
expected to minimize the detection of her DNA on consumables.      
 
B.  The laboratory took specific measures to address contamination sourced to Forensic Biology staff who did not 
perform work on the case.  Several of these measures addressed the laboratory's decontamination practices.  The 
autoclaving process was defined with a written procedure and was modified to allow for a longer autoclave time.  
Tube racks were previously washed only with Liquinox detergent which resulted in them being "clean" but there was 
no expectation for them to be DNA-free/decontaminated.  Now, in addition to Liquinox, tube racks are stored in 
bleach “baths” after use and until cleaning, and bleach is also used as a decontaminant in the washing process.  Tube 
racks were then set out to dry in an area of the lab where PPE was not required. Staff is now discouraged from 
unnecessarily entering this area.  If staff must enter this area, proper PPE is required. Several other measures 
addressed best practices for PPE use and sample handling. PPE gowning stations have been created outside of 
laboratory spaces so that all types of PPE (glove, labcoats, hair nets, masks, etc.) are in one convenient location so 
that gowning takes place prior to entering extraction rooms or the screening bench area.  In addition, staff is now 
required to wear gloves when using any laboratory keyboard.  The laboratory was utilizing an entrance door that was 
adjacent to an extraction room. This door has now been transitioned to an emergency exit-only door to further 
minimize traffic in the DNA extraction area. Badge access was terminated at that portal thereby forcing all staff to 
enter the laboratory via the main laboratory entrance.  Finally, daily team huddles were relocated from an office 
space within the laboratory to an office space that is completely independent of the laboratory (on a separate floor).   
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C.  Measures taken to address contamination sourced to another sample in the same batch included reinforcing good 
laboratory practices and clean techniques while performing bench-work through discussion, sharing of best practices, 
and an enhanced training program.  The training program has been modified so that it will impart these techniques 
onto all new staff, not just technicians. The Evidence Handling Laboratory Skills Worksheet was created and is a 
required training document that will ensure trainees can prepare an appropriate bleach solution, properly clean 
laboratory equipment, handle and label sample tubes in a manner that minimizes the potential for contamination, 
and operate a pipette in a manner that minimizes potential contamination.   
 
D.  Action taken to address contamination sourced to a Biology staff member who perform work in the case included 
reinforcing good laboratory practices and clean techniques while performing bench-work through discussion, sharing 
of best practices, and an enhanced training program.    
 
E.  The laboratory took specific measures to address contamination that was interpretable but not sourced (meaning 
there was enough DNA activity for comparison purposes but the DNA activity does not match any of the samples in 
our staff database or any of the casework samples that were being processed at or around the same time).  These 
measures included: continuing to search and upload unsourced but comparable profiles to the Local DNA Index 
System (LDIS) and the GeneMapper ID-X comparison tool; continuing to search International Commission on Missing 
Persons' (ICMP) Online DNA Elimination Database; providing DNA profiles to vendors for searching in their staff 
databases; continuing to autoclave sample tubes that can be autoclaved; and a decontamination experiment with 
HFSC's Research and Development Division.  This experimental plan will help to better understand our 
decontamination practices by examining factors such as different cleaning reagents, time the cleaning reagent is in 
contact with the surface before wiping, and DNA-free versus sterile swabs.   
 
F.  While no actions were taken to specifically address the contamination that was inconclusive, the aforementioned 
actions are expected to minimize this type of contamination as well.    Lastly, the Quality Division conducted 
interviews, observations and a series of Voice of Customer interviews with limited groups of staff members. These 
groups were selected according to laboratory job function: screeners, technicians, report writers/analysts and 
management. Pareto charts were created to summarize the aggregated responses and aid in root cause analysis. The 
results of the analysis showed the increase of awareness in all interview groups regarding contamination and outlined 
the steps taken to prevent contamination in the laboratory as mentioned above.    

 

Summary of Root Cause Analysis: 
Several causes were identified as contributing to these contamination events: the CS/CM Specialist's laboratory 
technique, laboratory facilities, training program, and cleaning culture.     
 
The Specialist's responsibilities have evolved over time from transporting evidence to and from the DNA laboratory 
and the Houston Police Department Property Room to responsibilities that are solely within the laboratory (ie. 
decontaminating racks and autoclaving tubes). She never entered into the laboratory's formal training program in 
which she would have been exposed to proper PPE expectations, gained knowledge regarding best laboratory 
practices and been given a more overall concept of the sensitivity of current day DNA testing.  As a result of this 
recent instruction, she now has a greater awareness regarding the possibility of unintentional DNA transfer.     
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There are shortcomings in the laboratory's facility.  Because of the limitations within the laboratory's physical space, 
there has historically been a blurred line as to what was considered laboratory space and what was considered office 
space. While colored tape now outlines the areas of the laboratory in which PPE is required, the laboratory's facilities 
are still limited in the sense that there is laboratory space and office space abutting one another.  HFSC is aware of 
these facility shortcomings and, although the facility itself cannot be changed, the laboratory has identified 
environmental risks and, in response to these risks, has heightened awareness regarding workflow, access to PPE and 
minimizing traffic through designated laboratory space.       
 
The laboratory's training program was identified as needing improvement. Historically the training program lacked 
clear ownership, lacked instruction for the trainers and did not replicate batch sizes that were comparable to that of 
casework.  All of those concerns have now been addressed.  The training program is now facilitated by the Operations 
and Training Supervisor and emphasis has been placed on good laboratory practices and clean techniques while 
actively performing bench-work. One staff member was involved in five of the contamination events: one in which 
her profile was found in a reagent blank of an extraction she did not perform (type B), two in which the 
contamination was sourced to another sample in the same batch (type C), one in which she was the technician who 
performed the extraction in the case (type D) and one in which the data was interpretable but not sourced (type E). 
This staff member was authorized for extraction on April 27, 2017. When this trend was observed, the staff member 
received supplemental instruction from the Technical Leader and was observed by a more experienced staff member 
and no concerns were noted.    
 
The laboratory's cleaning culture was not as strong as it needed to be.  The laboratory has always participated in 
weekly cleaning, however lab-wide, monthly deep cleans began in direct response to this spike in contamination 
events.  The Biology laboratory now acknowledges the importance of having a strong cleaning culture especially 
when there is an increased demand in production. During these monthly deep cleans, production is halted, tasks are 
evenly distributed among staff and if a staff member completes his assigned task, the expectation for him to then 
help fellow staff complete their assigned tasks has been clearly communicated by management.  Management is also 
demonstrating the importance of the deep cleans by actively monitoring each clean.  Swipe tests have been 
implemented as a tool to measure the effectiveness of these cleans.  Moreover, the cleaning culture of the laboratory 
has evolved significantly.         

 

Additional Information/Follow-Up: 
During evaluation of these contamination events, several potential root causes were considered as contributing 
factors but ultimately eliminated. These included manual versus robotic procedures, the increased sensitivity of the 
GlobalFiler amplification kit, the QIACube differential extraction procedure and poor amplification technique.     
 
The amplification procedure allows for both the use of robotics and a manual option. The data does not support the 
theory that contamination events are more likely to occur in procedures that are performed manually than those 
done with the aid of robotics. The procedure is only performed manually on a limited basis and the contamination 
events were not isolated to that subset of amplifications. The laboratory's extraction procedures all rely on robotics, 
which even further discredits this theory.     
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The data does not support the theory that the contamination events were directly correlated to the laboratory's 
implementation of the GlobalFiler amplification kit. This amplification kit has a higher sensitivity than the previous 
amplification kit and was implemented in casework in January 2017. If the transition to GlobalFiler was a contributing 
factor, the expectation would have been an increase in contamination events at or around this time frame. However, 
the spike in contamination events occurred much later in the year, thereby discrediting this theory.    
 
While there was a noted increase in contamination of the reagent blanks that are created as part of the QIAcube 
differential procedure, this increase has been categorized as correlation and possible causation. The laboratory had 
an increased amount of differential procedures being performed in the months in which the spike occurred, however 
there is no evidence that the extraction procedure inherently lends itself to increased contamination. The differential 
procedure was not modified at or around the time of the spike. Therefore, if the procedure itself inherently caused 
increased contamination events, a spike would have been expected when the procedure was brought online initially. 
There were no laboratory contamination events for the months of October, November and December 2017 and the 
differential procedure is still being performed consistently.       
 
The data does not support the theory that the contamination events that ultimately resolved upon re-amplification 
were due to poor technique in the original amplification. Upon review of the data, it was not possible to identify a 
particular staff member whose technique could have been contributing to the contamination events. The activity 
observed prior to re-amplification was generally low level in nature. Seventy five percent of the events involved less 
than or equal to one peak above the analytical threshold; ninety percent involved less than or equal to two peaks 
above the analytical threshold. Lastly, for each of these twelve events, the DNA activity was resolved upon re-
amplification and there were no concerns when the amplification procedure was observed.       

 

Section Manager: Courtney Head  Date: 1/29/2018 

Technical Leader: Robin Guidry  Date:  1/29/2018 

CODIS Administrator: Jennifer Clay  Date: 1/29/2018 

Division Director: Amy Castillo  Date: 1/29/2018 
 

 
Quality Director: Lori Wilson  Date: 1/29/2018 
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